BY DESIGN

TheConcept

Project specific designs should be available to the
engineer without incurring cost penalties.
At Advanced Air we manufacture our own fan decks which adds to the
company’s flexible approach. As our fan coils are made to order as a batch
produced unit special designs do not create problems as would be the case
with mass produced items.
Innovative designs have already been completed and include


Split Fan Deck which makes the fan coil easy to mount in wardrobes
and cupboards suitable for residential, hotel or the leisure industry.



Horizontally mounted fans which means only 1 or 2 motors are required.
These large slow running fans are very efficient with SFP of 0.15 w/l/s or
lower and noise levels at NR25 with3kW of cooling. They also have a
special chip which makes the whole unit pressure independent giving
constant volume and no commissioning on the air side.



Exposed fan coils which become an architectural feature and are
designed so they have a superb appearance.

Epic FanCoilUnit

The EPIC fan coil units incorporate a unique
fan deck design which utilises a large
horizontally mounted slow running EC
centrifugal fan. On larger sizes 2 fans are
utilised compared to the 5 fans with
vertically mounted conventional fan decks.
Very low specific fan powers are achieved of below .15 w/l/s and
the fans are very quiet with NR25 achievable for many
applications.
A special chip with embedded algorithms provides a truly pressure
independent unit. This means when downstream pressures
increase, say because of dirty filters, the fan automatically speeds
up to provide constant air volume. This feature also reduces
commissioning time and costs.

Exposed FanCoilUnit

Why hide the services when they can be
showcased in a striking artistic manner by
removing the false celling? This is the
thinking of many architects and clients.
With exposed systems the fan coil has to be streamlined to match
the high aesthetic standard required. All pipe work and electrical
connections are located in one point at the rear of the unit to
shorten the distance between the fan coil and the centralised
distribution network of pipes and cables.
The outer casing of the fan coil gives smooth lines to the unit and
can be painted any colour or alternatively a metal polish finish.
This arrangement can be more aesthetically pleasing and is a
refreshing change from the bland appearance of a suspended
ceiling where all the services are hidden.

Integrat
a ed
FanCoilUnit

This clever development offers many
benefits including saving in space, first
cost, installation, maintenance and energy,
and also provides much improved
appearance and indoor air quality.
The integrated fan coil unit splits the fan deck away from the coils
and controls and the two are joined by a slimline connecting duct.
When used in residential applications the controls and coils can be
fitted in the bottom of the wardrobe with the slimline connecting
duct (100mm) joining the fan deck mounted at the top of the
wardrobe.
Air is sucked in at the bottom of the wardrobe, cooled or heated as
it passes over the coils, and travels up the slim ducting where it is
discharged into the occupied area via the fan and diffuser at the
top of the wardrobe.

EcoFanCoilUnit

The ECO range of fan coil units can be
supplied in various heights with the
slimline version only 165mm high and
capable of fitting into a celling void as low
as 200mm.
The fan deck has conventional EC motors mounted vertically and
provide ideal energy saving characteristics with SFP as low as 0.20
w/l/s. Further energy savings can be made by simply varying the
speed of the motor thus providing a variable air volume fan coil.
Reductions in power consumed by the VAV units are significant
and can be around 50% when compared to constant air volume
units.
Specialist advice is recommended when selecting the grilles and
diffusers and a complete package makes technical sense on VAV
designs.

EPIV/Delta

A unique control package that gives you all
of the features you require at a fraction of
the cost of other similar systems.
The two pressure independent valves (one for cooling, one for
heating) are controlled electronically with no springs and hence
smaller pumps and lower energy can be achieved.
The airflow and water flow are factory set reducing commissioning
activity to purely a checking routine which can be quickly and easily
undertaken via a smart hand held device. Even with the BMS not
running this hand held device will give you readouts of all the fan
coil characteristics which can be changed as desired by pushing a
button – nothing could be easier.

TheNovaBuilding

Fan coils, valve sets, diffusers, fire
smoke dampers and control panels
totalling £2.5M were supplied by
Advanced Air to Mace for the Nova
project in Victoria.
Nova Victoria is an architecturally daring urban campus
that covers a total of 5.5 acres of mixed development on an
island site. Both commercial and residential buildings are
air conditioned by 4 pipe cooling and heating fan coils. In all
there were 1350 horizontal chassis units type ECO255 for
the commercial building and approximately 1000 vertical
units EPIC280 and ECO255 for residential application.
The residential fan coils had a complete downstream
package comprising a specially designed
plenum/attenuator which connected directly to the
architecturally designed flowline diffuser, all supplied
factory fitted where appropriate.

Many proj
o ects include Advanced Air’s innovative approach to fan coil engineering...
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